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Abstract—We report progress in development of the fault
diagnostic and prognostic (FD&P) system for large
segmented solid rocket motors (SRMs). The model includes
the following main components: (i) 1D dynamical model of
internal ballistics of SRMs; (ii) surface regression model for
the propellant taking into account erosive burning; (iii)
model of the propellant geometry; (iv) model of the nozzle
ablation; (v) model of a hole burning through in the SRM
steel case. The model is verified by comparison of the
spatially resolved time traces of the flow parameters
obtained in simulations with the results of the simulations
obtained using high-fidelity 2D FLUENT model (developed
by the third party). To develop FD&P system of a case
breach fault for a large segmented rocket we notice [1] that
the stationary zero-dimensional approximation for the
nozzle stagnation pressure is surprisingly accurate even
when stagnation pressure varies significantly in time during
burning tail-off. This was also found to be true for the case
breach fault [2]. These results allow us to use the FD&P
developed in our earlier research [3]-[6] by substituting
head stagnation pressure with nozzle stagnation pressure.
The axial corrections to the value of the side thrust due to
the mass addition are taken into account by solving a system
of ODEs in spatial dimension.1
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gas density
gas pressure
gas temperature
gas velocity
internal energy of the combustion gases
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specific heat for constant volume
specific heat for the constant pressure
perimeter of propellant cross-section
burn distance of the propellant
coefficient of surface friction
port area
cross-sectional area of the nozzle throat
total area of the burning surface
velocity of metal melting front
velocity of nozzle ablation front
sound velocity
Mach number, M = u/c
ration of specific heats γ = cP/cV
burning rate of solid propellant
reference burning rate
exponent for burning rate of the propellant
reference pressure for burning rate
nozzle stagnation pressure
constant for burning rate [a = rc/pcn ]
rate of erosive burning of solid propellant
density of the solid propellant
Reynolds number
total energy of the gas
total enthalpy of the gas
radius of nozzle throat
radius of the hole
radius of hole in metal case
length of the propellant grain
normal thrust
additional thrust produced by hole gas flow
exponent for burning rate of the propellant
combustion heat of the solid propellant
heat flow from the gas to the walls of the hole
convection heat flow
radiation heat flow
heat flow from burning metal to its surface
melting temperature point
temperature of metal far from hole
temperature of metal surface in the hole throat
critical temperature of the nozzle ablation
temperature of metal case far from hole
specific heat of case metal
latent heat of metal melting
density of case metal
the thermal conductivity

the results of the simulations obtained using high-fidelity
2D FLUENT model (developed by third party). The results
of the calculations in the off-nominal regime are verified by
comparison with the earlier results of the 1st Stage
Malfunction Turn Study of the case breach failure [2].

= velocity of the metal burning front
= dynamical viscosity of hot gas
Pr = the Prandtl number, Pr=µCp/k
σ
= Stefan-Boltzmann constant
Subscripts:
h
= for gas parameters in the hole
ht = for the gas parameters in the hole throat
N = for parameters in normal regime
0
= for stagnation values of gas parameters
Nt = nozzle throat
Nex = nozzle exit
m
= for metal parameters
abl = ablation
vfb

µ

2. MODEL
To model internal ballistics of the SRM we use the system
of equations for the mass, momentum and energy
conservation in one-dimension

1. INTRODUCTION
Safety of the manned space missions requires development
of a novel IVHM system for solid rocket motors. In our
earlier work [3]-[6] we have introduced a model based fault
diagnostic and prognostic system for a subscale SRM. It
was shown that the system can incorporate the following
characteristic features of the SRMs ballistics: (i) highly
nonlinear SRM internal hydrodynamics, (ii) identify a
number of failure modes, (iii) severely limited number and
types of sensors available onboard, and (iv) small recovery
time. The performance of our FD&P system was verified
using 2D high-fidelity FLUENT modeling and the results of
the ground firing test. Some results obtained for the subscale
motor can be extended to a case breach model of large
SRMs. In particular, the LDPM of the nozzle stagnation
pressure, nozzle ablation model, and hole growth model can
be adapted to the SRM. However, the extension of this
system to large segmented rockets is complicated due to the
following reasons. Firstly, the effect of the mass addition
[1],[7] has to be taken into account to calculate the pressure
distribution along the axis of the large rocket. Secondly,
realistic modeling of the fault-induced side thrust requires
calculations of a complex pattern of the shock waves
developed in a free supersonic flow at the outlet of the hole
of the case breach. An additional difficulty in modeling
internal ballistics of the large segmented SRMs is related to
the fact that the propellant burning model has to be extended
by including the corrections for erosive burning and friction.

∂ t (UAp ) + ∂ x ( f (U ) Ap ) = S

(1)
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(2)

Here x is the coordinate along the motor axis, eT = e +u2/2,
hT = eT +p/ρ = h+ u2/2, h = cpT, e = cvT, ξi(t) are white
zero-mean Gaussian noises with amplitudes ai. It is assumed
that everywhere in the combustion chamber and in the
nozzle the following equation of state for an ideal gas holds

p

ρ

= (cP − cV )T =

p0  T  c02  T 
 =  
ρ0  T0  γ  T0 

(3)

The burning rate taking into account the erosive burning is

Rɺ = rb = ap n + rer

.

(4)

The erosive correlation is of the form

rer = C ( I − I cr ) ,

(5)

for I > Icr and zero otherwise, where C and Icr are constants.
Here I = const ( ρu / rb ρ p ) Re−1/ 8 .
To model the actual propellant geometry the combustion
chamber is divided into N segments along the rocket axis as
schematically shown in the Figure 1. For each segment "i"
the port area Ap(xi) and perimeter l(xi) averaged over the
segment length dxi are provided in the form of the design
curves (DCs) (see the Figure 1)

In this paper we describe a 1-D dynamical model of the
internal ballistics of a multi-segment SRMs. Our model
describes the nominal regime as well as the off-nominal
regime in the presence of a case breach fault. The developed
model of the case breach allows calculations of the side
thrust at a given location along the rocket axis. The model
takes into account the effect of mass addition along the
rocket axis, erosive burning, and surface friction. Two
algorithms: the algorithm for integration of this model in
quasi-steady approximations and FD&P algorithm for
reconstructing and predicting case breach fault dynamics in
real time from the measurements of the head pressure are
introduced. The results of the calculations of the internal
ballistics in nominal regime are verified by comparison with

Ap ( xi ) = f Ai ( R ( xi )), l ( xi ) = f Ai ( R ( xi )).

(6)

Note that the port volume and burning area for each
segment are given by the following relations

dV ( xi ) = Ap ( xi ) dxi , dAb ( xi ) = l ( xi ) dxi .

(7)

The model of the nozzle ablation is taken in the form
corresponding to the Bartz’ approximation [8]-[10] as

 ρu
Rɺ N = vt 0 
 ( ρu )
max


1− β





 RN 


 RN 0 

−β

(T − Tabl ) .
(Tt − Tabl )

In a particular case of the ablation of the nozzle throat and
nozzle exit this approximation takes the form
2
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(9)
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[cin (Tabl − T0 ) + qin ]

∂ t (UAp ) + ∂ x ( f (U ) Ap ) = S ,

l ( xi ) = fli ( R( xi )),
 Ap ( xi ) = f Ai ( R( xi )),
ɺ
n
 R = ap + C ( I − I cr ) ,
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 ɺ
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 ,
(15)
 Nt
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 p0 S Nt   RNex  (T − Tabl )
ɺ
,
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 pmax S Nex   RNex 0  (Tt − Tabl )


Qc + QR + Qb
 Rɺh =
,
 qm + Cm (Tmel − Tm 0 )  ρm


Qc + QR + Qb
, (11)
 qm + Cm (Tmel − Tm0 )  ρm

QR = σ 1 − exp ( − λ pht )  (Tht4 − Tms4 ) ,
0.8

 γ p   2R 
Qc = 0.023c p  ht   ht 
 Γ c0   µ 

−0.2

(Tt − Tms ) ,

(12)

Qb = v fb  qm + C m ( Tmel − Tm 0 )  ρ m .

with definitions of the parameters given in the equations
above. The difference between the model (15) and the subscale model introduced in our earlier research [3]-[6] is that:
(i) gas dynamics in (15) is governed by a set of PDEs (cf
[1],[7],[11]) instead of set of ordinary differential equations
(ODE) as before, (ii) the burning law takes account of
erosive burning, and (iii) and the geometry of the rocket is
given by a set of N design curves for port area and port
perimeter in N locations instead of one design curve for total
burning area as a function of the burn distance as before.

The main rocket thrust and lateral (side) thrust Fh induced
by the gas flow through the hole are given in the form

FN = J t c0 M exϕ G + ( pex − patm ) Aex ,

(13)
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J t = ρt ut At and J h = ρ ht uht Aht are mass flows

The model of the case breach fault for the large segmented
RSRM can be briefly summarized as follows

To complete the model of the case breach fault for the
segmented SRM the system of equations (8)-(9) above
has to be extended by including equations of the hole
growth model [4]-[6]

Rɺh = vh ( pth , Tt ) =

(14)

through the nozzle throat and hole throat.

where R Nt 0 = R Nt (0) , R Nex 0 = R Nex (0) and
γ p 
vɶt 0 = C  max 
 Γc0 

+ ( pht − patm ) Aht .
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Figure 1 Sketch of a cross-section of an idealized geometry of the multi-segment SRM rocket and an example of the
design curves (6) for the head section of the SRM
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Figure 2. Solution of the BVP (17), (18) for pressure (left) and velocity (right) axial distributions at different
moments of time. Time after ignition: (14, 30, 46, 62, 88) seconds. x is measured from the motor head.

Accordingly both the numerical integration of this model
and diagnostics and prognostics of the fault dynamics are
different as will be described below.

≈ 10-5. Note that two source terms in the 1st and 3rd eqs. of
(17) are also ∝δ but these terms cannot be neglected,
because they are prop to ρp≈102.

3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION

To solve equations (17) one can neglect the last term ∝ δ
and complete the resulting system of ODEs by a set of
boundary conditions. The boundary conditions at the aft end
(at the outlet of the grain) are defined by the choking (sonic)
conditions at the nozzle throat. The boundary conditions at
the rocket head are determined by the continuity conditions
of the gas flow from the propellant surface and through the
port area at the rocket head. By adding to these two
conditions the equation of state and the equation for the gas
temperature in the combustion chamber as a function of the
Mach number M0 we obtain resulting boundary conditions
at the rocket head (H) and aft (A) ends in dimensionless
units as follows

To integrate system (15) we notice that (15) is a system of
nearly balanced PDEs with slowly varying parameters. This
is an example of PDEs with multiple time scales [12], where
the slower dynamical time scale is a result of a near balance
between ∂x(f(U)Ap) and S in the first eq. in (15) and from
slowly varying parameters described by the last four eqs. in
(15). The fast dynamics of (15) corresponds to the acoustic
time scale. To see the multiple time scale character of the
system (15) more clearly let us introduce dimensionless
variables
ρp
R
p
ρ
T
,ρ →
, ρp →
,T →
, RN → N ,
p→
p0
T0
L0 (16)
ρ0
ρ0

 δρ A
M 0, H =  p b , H
 A
p,H


Ap
t
R
l
u
= M 0;
t → ,R →
,l →
, Ap → 2 , u →
c
0
t0
L0
L0
L0
where t0 = L0/ap0n ≈ 10-2 sec and L0 ≈1m are characteristics
scales of time and length. In dimensionless variables the
PDEs can be rewritten as follows

 
ɺ ( x)

ρM0
δρ p Rl

 

2
2
γρ M 0 + p
∂ x Ap 
 =  p∂ x Ap − γλρ M 0 l ( x ) 

ɺ ( x)
γ −1
2 


δρ p Rl
 (17)
 ρ M 0 T + 2 M 0  

(

1

A
 γ − 1 2  γ −1
M 0, A  1 −
M 0, A  = t ,
2
Γ AA


 γ −1 2 
p A = ρ A 1 −
M 0, A  .
2



(18)

Using (3) the set of equations for boundary conditions can
be reduced to three independent equations. The resulting
axial distributions of the pressure and velocity are shown in
the Figure 2 for five instances of time with the time step 16
sec (the time resolution of the solution was 0.2sec). It can be
seen from the figure that there is a substantial difference
between the head and aft pressure due to the effect of mass
addition. The difference is most significant at the initial time
when the port area is the smallest and the flow velocity has
the largest values along the axis. With time the port area is
increasing and the difference between head and aft pressure
becomes negligible.

)



ρ


ρM0
− δ∂ t Ap 


γ −1
2 
 ρ T / γ + 2 M 0 
Here we have introduced small parameter δ=
L0/(t0c0)=(ap0n)/c0≈10-5 corresponding to the ratio of the
characteristic velocity of the propellant surface regression
(ap0n≈10-2m/sec) to the speed of sound (c0≈1006m/sec). It is
clear that in the first approximation at each given moment of
time the axial distribution of the flow variables in a
segmented rocket can be found in quasi-steady
approximation neglecting a small last term proportional to δ

(

  γ − 1 2  n −1
M 0, H  p H ,
  1 −
2



)

4. FAULT PREDICTION
More accurate predictions of the fault-induced internal
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Figure 3 (left) Comparison between spatial distribution of pressure in the nominal regime (solid lines) and offnominal regime (squares). (right). Comparison between spatial distribution of velocity in the nominal regime
(solid lines) and off-nominal regime (circles). The time instants from the top to the bottom in the figure are 60 sec
and 76 sec. The time resolution of the calculations was 0.2 sec, initial radius of the hole Rh0 = 1 in, burning rate of
the hole wall vm = 0.3 in/sec, initial time of the fault 20 sec, the fault is located in the middle section.
ballistics of the segmented SRM that can be obtained by
important role in the pressure build up along the rocket axis
solving the BVP for the system (17), (18) require more
of large segmented SRM.
accurate estimations of the fault-induced perturbations of
the first three equations in system (18). In the presence of
5. FD&P FOR THE CASE BREACH FAULT
the fault at location xh these equations can be rewritten as
It was shown in the previous section that pressure changes
follows (in dimensionless variables)
induced by the case breach fault are uniform along the


motor axes. We notice [1] that the stationary zeroρM0


dimensional approximation (21)
2

∂ x Ap  γρ M 0 + p
=

γ −1
2 
(19)
 ρ M 0 T + 2 M 0 
ɺ ( x)


 ρt M 0,tδ ( x − xh ) 
δρ p Rl




2
0
 p∂ x Ap − γλρ M 0 l ( x)  − ∂ x Ah 

ɺ ( x)




Rl
M
T
(
x
−
x
)
δρ
ρ
δ
p
h 
 t 0,t t



(

1

 Γc0 ρ p a  Ab,eff (t )   1− n
pns (t ) = 

 .
 γ
 At (t ) + Ah (t )  

)

for the nozzle stagnation pressure (pns) holds surprisingly
accurate even when stagnation pressure varies significantly
in time during burning tail-off. This was also found to be
true for the case breach fault [2]. To further improve the
accuracy of this approximation it was also suggested in our
earlier research [3]-[6] to introduce an effective burning
area Ab,eff(t). These findings suggest that an FD&P algorithm
for the case breach fault can be developed as an extension of
the corresponding algorithm for a sub-scale motor
developed in our earlier research [3]-[6]. The important
change is that the pressure is measured at the head of the
motor, while the eq. (21) is written for the nozzle stagnation
pressure.
To take into account the change described above the
following algorithm can be used:
1) Use nominal regime time-traces to determine the
effective burning area by inverting eq. (21)

With boundary conditions at the aft and head ends (18) and
dimensionless flow variables at the hole throat location
given by following expressions

 γ +1 
M 0,t ( xh ) = 

 2 



ρt ( xh ) = 1 −

−1/2

 γ +1
, Tt ( xh ) = 

 2 


M 02 ( xh ) 
2


γ −1

−1

γ −1

 γ +1 


 2 

−1

(20)

−1

γ −1

(21)

.

The results of the predictions of the spatial distributions of
the segmented SRM in the presence of the fault located at
the joint between central and central aft segments are shown
in the Figure 3. It is important to notice that the case breach
fault induces practically uniform shift of the pressure along
the rocket axis. The differences in the shifts between the
head and aft ends of the rocket remain very small. These
features pave the way to the in-flight diagnostics and
prognostics of the fault parameters using the head pressure
as a reference (as will be explained in more details below)
despite the fact that the mass addition is playing an

 γ At (t )  1− n
Ab,eff (t ) = 
 pns (t ) ;
 Γc0 ρ p a 
2) Use measured time-trace of the head pressure in
the off-nominal regime pH(t) to find fault-induced
pressure at the aft end using the fact that the
pressure changes induced by the fault are uniform
along the motor axis
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Figure 4 Convergence of the predicted hole area (top) and thrust (bottom). The actual time-traces (black solid lines)
are compared with the time-traces of mean predicted values (blue dashed lines). The green shading indicates
standard deviations for the predicted values of area, pressure and rocket thrust. The cyan shading indicates standard
deviations for predicted value of the side thrust. In the figures the prediction is made after ∆Tm=8 sec (left) and
∆Tm=11 sec (right). The beginning and the end of the time interval used to infer fault parameters are indicated by red
vertical lines. Fault initial time Tf = 45 sec in all cases, initial hole radius 0.35 in, metal burning rate 0.325 in/sec.
time-traces of the hole area, pressure, rocket and hole thrusts
p A( fault ) (t ) = p (Anom ) (t ) + pH( fault ) (t ) − pH( nom ) (t ) ;
are shown in the Figure 4. It can be seen that convergence is
3) Use nominal time-trace of the Mach number at the
achieved 11 sec after the fault initiation, when hole radius is
aft end to determined nozzle stagnation pressure
≈ 3.85in and pressure deviation from the nominal value is ≈
−1
2.5%. The higher levels of measurement noise will further
 γ −1 2

pns( fault ) (t ) = p A( fault ) (t ) 1 −
M A,0 (t )  ;
degrade the accuracy of predictions.

(



)

2



4) Use inverted eq. (21) to determined time-trace of
 Γc ρ aA (t ) 
0 p
b ,eff
.
the hole area Ah (t ) = At (t ) + 
 γ ( p ( fault ) (t ) )1− n 
ns



CONCLUSIONS
1-D model of internal ballistics of a large segmented solid
rocket motor is presented that takes into account: (i) exact
geometry of the grain and the regression of the propellant
surface as a given function of burning distance; (ii) erosive
burning; (iii) surface friction; (iv) nozzle ablation; (v)
breach of the rocket case. The model is integrated in quasisteady approximation by solving the boundary value
problem using shooting method. The results of integration
were verified by comparison with 2D FLUENT simulations
(developed by the third party). FD&P is introduced to
reconstruct parameters of the case breach and predict its
dynamics in real time from the measurements of head
pressure time-traces. The algorithm converges 15 sec after
fault initiation for the measurements noise 0.02%. The
results of the predictions were verified by comparison with
the results of 1st Stage Malfunction Turn Study of the case
breach failure [2]. We conclude that it is possible at least in

Note that the most probable earliest time of occurrence of
the case breach fault is at the end of the burning out time
and therefore the algorithm above can be applied with high
accuracy to the aft motor pressure. In what follows we will
be using

p (Afault ) (t ) as a substitute for pns( fault ) (t ) without

further comments.
We now verify this algorithm by numerical simulations in
the presence of the noise in the time-traces of pressure. In
this test the fault initial time Tf = 45 sec in all cases. The
hole radius growth rate is ≈ 0.325 in/sec. The initial radius
of the hole is ≈ 0.35in. The noise intensity of the pressure
measurements was 0.02%. The time intervals ∆Tm used to
infer fault parameters are 8 sec and 11 sec. The predictions
are made up to 85 sec of the flight. The resulting predicted
6

principle to build FD&P system for the in-flight detection
and prediction of the case breach. The accuracy of the
algorithm is limited by the sampling rate and by the
accuracy of the approximation of the effective burning area
that relates the total burning area to nozzle stagnation
pressure via relation (21). The method can be applied quite
generally to the analysis of a number of other faults in
SRMs.
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